Yes, so beautiful that we decided to "kick back", watch this most spectacular display of the most unimaginable power of G-D-NAture, go for a few kilometers walk along the beach before heading over to the Del Mar Plaza to buy the basic ingredients for a Caesar salad, all vegetarian of course.

When over in the wine-spirit section of the not exactly inexpensive Harvest Ranch, Matt who normally works in the outside bar of Il "Fornio" [sic] on the deck of the Del Mar Plaza, summoned Marie and I over to enjoy a tasting of a handful of wines and champagnes and before we knew it we were "caught up" in one most interesting evening that included a gentleman photographer who is Swiss-French but living in Del Mar for the past 30 years, same time I have lived in the States, who I didn't recognize but knew so much about me including Pypeetoe and the fact that we have the stone home near Pine Valley.

While he and Marie conversed in French, Matt who had earlier made mention, "He is a social commentator" when the Regional Manager of Il Fornio also stopped by and asked me, "What do you do?" that first had Marie showing us all her most beautiful superstar smile, informed me that in all my writings I had failed to make it clear that De Beers produce their own money.

Matt who is making it his business to educate himself on wines from around the world also commented that people who have second languages are "sumhow" [sic] advantaged over others but nothing quite as "impactful" as his point that I have never apparently made clear in all my "social commenting" that De Beers produce their own money.

Devin, I know you get it.

I also know the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel "get it" but until such time as those who don’t have the time to read everything I write and who have been so purposefully "dummied down" now for the 3 generations thanks to the evil genius of this dynamic De Beers group who own much more than the 3 Branches of the United States Government and the entire western media, it is "pure folly" to expect people such as Matt who has a degree in geology which is a whole lot more than studying with De Beers' non-profit Gemological Institute of America, to have a
"hope in hell" of surviving the so carefully orchestrated pending depression here in the US from which the only way out is the most extraordinary bloody civil war which is what this DAAC mafia of mafia want the “unruly masses” to believe in their “heart of hearts”.

The Matts of the world are rather large in number but once they get their "arms around" De Beers producing their own money for more than a century now, money that is unlimited in supply, money that is untraceable, money that is lightweight, money that has never been inventoried, money that is not regulated by any government body, money that is always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil, money that is first used to bribe-corrupt elected and non-elected government officials, money that can also be used time and again to fund the DAAC's "opponents" beginning with academics and left wing socialist groups, the more violent the better, because De Beers’ money is unregulated and has never been inventoried apart from the top officials of the DAAC knowing exactly who and when has been bribed-co-opted-corrupted, IN THE VERY NEXT INSTANT, the Matts of world are "armed" with the most important weapon to destroy this terrorist of terrorist financing group.

Just this communication alone is enough to bridge the gap in the knowledge base that is again PURPOSEFULLY missing in the minds of the Matts of the world who will first begin to go much quieter as they make it their business-personal to research everything I have saying beginning with reading the internet only book, The Diamond Invention, and then examining very carefully what led to all my opponents going “deafening silent” after first being so very “engaging”.

Yes, it is very sobering for the Matts of the world to look first at their parents, then their teachers and professors as well as of course their clerics and politicians, all one and the same, and to EASILY find the courage because the option facing the Matts of the world is food-battle lines increasingly getting closer to home, and to ask what they think about the truth that De Beers have been allowed now for more than a century to make their own money and yet no one "credible" apart from me, is talking about it; and in the next breath to ask each of these individuals, again beginning with their parents what they think the Matts of the world should do about it including exposing again beginning with their parents those who by their "deafening silence" obviously support this mafia of mafia and therefore could care less about stuff like truth, justice, liberty for all, spread of freedom and democracy around the world and most of all their children and grandchildren who are not going to be able to “outrun” the consequences of De Beers so very poorly having allocated the world’s precious and limited resources, depending for their existence on brute military force, not in the least bit interested in the “merit system”.

The first ones you have to “demonize” are those you fear the most, starting out with Blacks and Jews. The weakest of course are Lily Whites, the most inbred, so well reflected in Hitler and The IT and those attending our Ivy League Universities such as Princeton University who in 1938 had no problem in having their freshmen participate in a poll that they knew would result in Hitler being voted the greatest living human being, and Einstein second.
People like David Ben Gurion could not only read and write but could also deduce that the only way for any of us independent thinkers to survive the United States of America’s government planned total elimination first of the Jewish people was to open a “second front” on the European continent allowing the two Jewish Underground movements fighting the British-Americans for a Jewish homeland in Palestine “room to breathe”.

Again there were less than a handful of people my highly secretive and worldly mother ever mentioned as being “Anti-Semitic”, two were Jewish cousins of mine, her half-brother Joe Ash and the Anglo South African Oppenheimer family, partners of American Charles Engelhard.
Not to mention Zena would direct most of her “venom” to those Jewish people here in the United States who she labeled, “Jew hating Jews” who are mostly found in “liberal circles”, liberal that is with other peoples “hard earned” monies.

Notice how people like New York Mayor Bloomberg are now talking about the United States becoming "Third World".

Notice how quickly US Americans forget how Bill Clinton with a full year left in office warned US Americans that despite about to leave the US Treasury with the greatest cash surplus, the United States of America was ripe for a Bosnian style ethnic cleansing civil war and George W. Bush was yet to be in a position to be blamed.

Notice how quickly US Americans forget how Sec. James A. Baker, supposedly a “close ally” of the Bush family, made the "convincing arguments" to the US Supreme Court that resulted in George W. Bush being declared the "victor" beating out “liberals” Gore-Lieberman.

Notice how quickly US Americans forget that Sec. James A. Baker's law firm represents the tyrannical House of Saud, Saudi Arabia.

Notice how increasingly difficult it is to forget the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report that Mr. Bloomberg and all those who profit from the United States of America being the terrorist of terrorist financing country fail to mention, since it spells out in a CLEAR, SHORT English sentence that the House of Saud and Al Quaida are one and the same.

To repeat this Military Report of all time that will remain in each of our subconscious until next meeting up with our most smart and vengeful Maker.

Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida who like Hollywood-Madison Avenue know better than to bite the hand that feeds it, will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and Kuwait that in the next instant will paralyze the U.S. economy and why in fact Al Quaida hasn’t chosen to do this already, instead Al Quaida-House of Saud, Saudi Arabia dependant now for a century on De Beers’ price fixed diamond drilling bits, decided to attack the mainland of the United States on 911 and in the very next instant prevent the pending collapse of the U.S. economy as increasingly sums of worthless-fictitious De Beers-Dollars were funneled in to the already out-of-control military-industrial-complex of the United States to first and foremost sure up the tyrants of Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait sending a very clear signal to our other tyrants such as Saddam Hussein to “watch out” if they were to go so far as not accepting our worthless currency as payment for their precious and limited oil.

The Matts of the world only need to look at all those who are now armed with this knowledge, remembering it is not only me who has a detailed "black and white" record of who knew what and when did they know it, to realize that they too can develop the same database that will inevitable "mirror" mine given how it is
inevitable that the entire world will know first and foremost that the 3 Branches of the United States government provided the military muscle that allowed for De Beers to make their own money for going on a century now.

The implications of all this happening in "real time" is that the pending most bloody civil war here in the United States can in fact be averted beginning by getting the spouses of American service people stationed in our 130 bases scattered around the world to be the one's spearheading their loved ones being informed first and foremost of why it is that they are so very poorly compensated for creating civil wars that benefit the filthy rich throughout the world who have no loyalty to country or religion and who most rely on "racism" to stir the masses to fight it out to the death.

And while getting to those on US military bases it doesn’t prevent us from reaching those on college campuses not “playing college student”, always remembering US Americans only represent some 4.2% of the world’s population increasingly wired.

Moreover, as US Americans travel abroad the first thing we notice is how our service people are complaining about how expensive it is for them to even afford the cheapest of prostitutes when landing in places like Hong Kong.

Yes, the decision by the Peoples Republic of Communist China to deny this past Thanksgiving landing rights to 3 United States Navy ships including an aircraft carrier carrying 8,000 American sailors was not a "spur of the moment decision".

You also recall when the President of China Mr Lau visited the White House last, this leader of the 1.5 billion strong Chinese people was only afforded a lunch rather than a formal State Dinner.

President George W. Bush didn’t forget any of this beginning with that most bizarre speech Bill "Cecil Rhodes-De Beers Scholar" Clinton gave on January 20th, 2000 at Caltech University where this "finger pointer of finger pointers" ended with a "problem" that he knew the incoming President would not be able to solve, possibly delay.

The House of Saud, no different to the 3 Branches of the United States Government have understood from prior to the formation of the US Federal Reserve in 1913 that De Beers were granted by the out-of-control, so very corrupt US Government, a worldwide exclusive right to engineer-manufacture-distribute their own unlimited supply of untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried diamond currency always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil.

So did people like David Ben Gurion.

So has the Mossad since it was formally founded in December 1949 and began immediately reporting directly to David Ben Gurion who you recall I met for the first time on November 1st, 1972, some 57 odd days after De Beers sponsored PLO
terrorists began to brutally murder 11 defenseless Israeli athletes at the MUNICH Olympics.

Cheers,

Gary

[Word count 2084]

----- Original Message -----
From: Devin Standard <devinstandard@yahoo.com>
To: gg gsg <daacstar@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2008 4:16:28 PM
Subject: Re: PEACE CORP-ON GUARD

The surf is beautiful!